This paper sets out to investigate how COBOL programs can be interpreted using Prolog. For this purpose, we examine how an executable logic speci cation can be obtained, which is semantically equivalent to the original source. We de ne a speci cation language COPRA as a restricted subset of Prolog and show how various imperative constructs, such as GOTOs and subroutine calls, can be handled in this language. The speci cation is generated automatically and may serve as a starting point for reengineering in form of a higher-level modi cation of the source program.
1 Introduction
General Terms
Today, the development of new software systems is supported by a wide range of tools. The ultimate goal of such CASE 1 tools is to provide a uniform and integrated environment for designing, implementing and maintaining software applications. However, in many companies a high percentage (up to 80 percent, cf. 7, 11] ) of development capacities is expended on maintaining existing programs, which were not produced as part of modern CASE environments. Such programs may have evolved over a period of years or decades and represent an immense investment in terms of manpower and experience.
Normally, rebuilding large systems from scratch is out of the question. For this reason, existing applications have to be adapted to enable them to be integrated into CASE environments. This process is called reengineering, which is \the examination and alteration of a subject system to reconstitute it in a new form and the subsequent implementation of the new form " 6] . The rst step in reengineering is reverse engineering, i.e., \the process of analyzing a subject system to identify the system's components and their interrelationships and to create representations of the system in another form or at a higher level of abstraction" ibid].
Using Logic Programming for Reengineering
Reengineering is always strongly related to enabling and supporting the reuse of existing software application systems. While reengineering is a change and renovation process, reverse engineering is an analysis process in order recover lost design information and to generate alternate views of a program. The ultimate goal of reverse engineering is to obtain some abstract speci cation of a software system.
Our intention is to support the maintainer's comprehension of a program or system by providing a higher-level description of the program. This would save the user from having to study the source code as the only existing valid description of the program. Figuring out' the code takes up to 50 percent of a software maintainer's time 11] . Whenever an abstract speci cation does not exist or is not up-to-date, reverse engineering of a program is a prerequisite for any sort of modi cation on a higher level than that of the source code.
We have decided to use Prolog for implementing our reengineering tool because this way a uniform environment is provided for reverse engineering, for modi cation of the speci cation, for the knowledge base of transformation rules, and for reimplementation. We use a restricted subset of Prolog (de ned in the language COPRA, cf. section 3.2) for expressing logic speci cations of COBOL programs. From a source program, we obtain a higher-level logic speci cation via the syntax tree of the original program.
There are various types of speci cation that can be obtained from a source program or software system. A simple example is a pretty-printed view (possibly in a graphical 1 representation, such as Nassi-Shneiderman-Diagrams) in order to illustrate the internal structure of the program. There are a wide range of commercial products available that allow the generation of such structure charts.
A much more general approach is provided by the intermediate language UNIFORM, developed during the ESPRIT II project REDO 12] . This is a low level programming language, that corresponds semantically to a restricted subset of COBOL and that is independent of the actual implementation language. In this project, UNIFORM is used to abstract features of COBOL and FORTRAN programs before they can be transformed (in several steps) into Z speci cations.
2 Constructing a COBOL Interpreter
COBOL Syntax
A COBOL program consists of four divisions. The rst one is the Identi cation Division, which merely contains comments identifying the program and, optionally, the author and the date written. The Environment Division describes (among other items) each le used by the program; the Data Division declares all data items. The second and third divisions specify the data used in the program, i.e., identi ers and their types, format, memory location, etc. These declarations are used for static and dynamic type checking and type conversion. The Procedure Division contains the program itself, i.e., executable statements. Currently, we are only concerned with analysing the Procedure Division of a COBOL program.
This Procedure Division contains a collection of procedures. Procedures are either sections or paragraphs. A section begins with a respective line indicating the beginning of the section, followed by a sequence of paragraphs. A paragraph consists of the paragraph name, which is given at the beginning and followed by a period, and a sequence of statements. The end of a section or paragraph is indicated by the beginning of the next procedure, which can again be a section (thus terminating the previous section) or a paragraph (which terminates the current paragraph, but belongs to the same section), or the end of the source code.
As in any other programming language, the regular control ow of a COBOL program (cf. Section 2.2) can modi ed explicitly by special statements. For our purposes and all further investigations, we will distinguish three classes of COBOL statements.
1. The regular control ow may be changed in various ways, this being done by explicit control statements. The most important of these are:
GO TO, which transfers control to the rst statement in a procedure PERFORM, which is used to call procedures as subroutines (without permitting direct or indirect recursion) and also acts as a universal loop construct (for, do..while, and do..until loops). Other control statements are provided to call subprograms, return from them, and to stop execution. 
Semantics of COBOL Programs
Unfortunately, the ANSI Standard 2] does not give a description of the semantics of a COBOL program. This makes it impossible to determine the behaviour especially of ill structured programs, unless they are executed within one particular environment. Even worse, many compilers do not reject some classes of programs that are not allowed in COBOL and whose behaviour is not de ned { see below for examples. 2 However, if nonallowed programs are not detected properly, they may appear in software application systems and hence are subject to reverse engineering tasks, as well. As described above, the Procedure Division is a sequence of sections or paragraphs. Normally, the procedures are executed in the order in which they appear in the Procedure Division, starting with the rst one. Execution is terminated when a respective statement is found or the physical end of the source code is reached. This behaviour is called fall-through semantics.
For an illustration, what problems can be encountered when representing the control ow of a COBOL program explicitly, consider the following examples. Program 1 contains an indirect recursive call to section A, which is illegal.
The intended behaviour of 2. Since the scope of the PERFORM D was left via GO TO, execution continues in a regular manner with the fall-through semantics: B2 is followed by C, C1 jumps to 99-EXIT, program terminates. A compiler merely maintaining return tables would consider the execution of the EXIT statement in B2 as the terminating statement of the performed procedure B, although it is not the most recent one in a call stack environment. Hence B would return to A1 (instead of \falling through" to C), and A2 is executed subsequently jumping to 99-EXIT.
Generating a Syntax Tree
The rst step in reverse engineering of COBOL programs is to obtain a syntax tree of the source program. In our system, this is done in two steps by a scanner and a parser. The scanner has been realised by a nite state machine, which is simulated using Prolog It is very useful to extend the Non terminals by additional arguments and use these to construct a structure tree or reference lists during the parsing process. In our case, each Non terminal has one argument containing the respective part of the syntax tree, after execution of the grammar rule.
The statements of the rudimentary programming language TOY-COBOL shown in Appendix A (cf. Figure 3) can be described very easily by the following grammar rules. 
Note how fragments of the syntax tree are collected in the argument of the non-terminal statement. Figure 4 shows an example TOY-COBOL code fragment and the corresponding syntax tree generated by the parser listed in Appendix A.2.
Figure 4: Syntax tree generated from example TOY-COBOL program
The more complex syntax tree generated by our DCG parser for full COBOL re ects the structuring of the program into sections and paragraphs. A paragraph consists of a list of statements. Each statement (at this stage) is represented as a list of tokens, which are identi ed as numbers, strings, keywords, identi ers and other symbols. They may also contain statements themselves. An example of the syntax tree generated from the Procedure Division of a simple COBOL Program is shown in Appendix B.2.
Interpreting the Syntax tree Our rst approach to interpreting a COBOL source program was to use the syntax tree directly. An interpreter (written in Prolog) can be used to interpret this data structure, resulting in the same behaviour as that of the original program. One advantage of this strategy is that control can be implemented easily directly on the meta level. An example of such an interpreter for TOY-COBOL is given in Appendix A.
However, the data structure of a syntax tree does not appear to be the most suitable one for the intended purposes of our reverse engineering tool, which are higher-level analysis and modi cation of an existing program. Dependencies inherent in the source program are not represented properly, it is not very clear from the syntax tree alone what such dependencies of di erent procedures might look like.
Representing COBOL in Prolog
The derivation of a speci cation from the program code consists, according to 4], of several steps (cf. Fig. 5 ). We believe that the order of the rst two activities should better be changed, but more important is that the speci cations express | unlike a structure chart | the functionality of the program. In our rst scheme, we represent a paragraph by a Prolog procedure which is named corresponding to the COBOL paragraph and whose arity is 0.
loop :-repeat, if(condition(count>12), then(label2), else(move(in(record,month(count)), aux), if(condition(minvalue>aux), then(move(aux,minvalue))), add(aux,total), add(1,count), goto(loop) )).
This approach (cf. example) uses iterative procedures for the representation of jumps and especially loops (\recursive" paragraphs). In general, jumps are represented by procedure calls, but a jump to the same paragraph is coded by a goto{call (in this case, goto is de ned by goto( ) :-fail.). COBOL variables are represented by names in the Prolog code. Access to the value of the variable is performed by a special value procedure. The procedures are executable, if each COBOL statement is realised by a corresponding Prolog procedure interpreting the COBOL statement. As an example, the IF-statement is de ned by a Prolog meta-level procedure in the following way:
if(Cond,Then):-call(Cond), !, call(Then). if(Cond,Then,Else):-call(Cond), !, call(Then). if(_,_,Else):-call(Else).
In our second scheme, a COBOL paragraph is also represented by a Prolog procedure whose name is identical to that of the paragraph, but the procedure is parameterised. The main drawback of both approaches is that not all properties of the PERFORM statement of COBOL can be represented. PERFORM jumps like GOTO to a label, but after processing the called procedure, control turns back after the PERFORM statement. Such behaviour can be simulated by procedure calls in Prolog, as realised in the two approaches described above. But a procedure called by PERFORM may be left by a GOTO { in this case control does not return. The problems arising from such programs have been illustrated in Section 2.2. In order to include this sort of behaviour into the Prolog speci cation, as well, we have examined a third representation scheme, using a speci cation language COPRA, which is described in the next section.
GOTOs are not very popular in structured programming 8], and leaving loops or subroutines via GOTO is certainly bad programming style. However, it is such badly structured programs that need and deserve reengineering most. For this reason, it is essential to be able to properly represent all constructs that are available in the source language. How this can be done is explained in the next section.
Speci cation Language COPRA
We are using Prolog as the implementation language for our (future) reengineering system in order to have a uniform environment available for implementing the parser, the system for transforming the obtained program speci cation according to the user's needs, the knowledge base of transformation rules, the repository of reusable code segments, and the code generator for reimplementation. For this reason, we have decided to transform the syntax tree into a structure similar to a Prolog program, which has the additional advantage that the speci cation of the COBOL program can be executed directly. We call this speci cation language COPRA (for COBOL to Prolog translation), which is a restricted subset of Prolog, not containing any side e ects other than the input of the source program to be analysed. The translation process is illustrated in Figure 6 . The speci cation (of the Procedure Division) of a COBOL program is a collection of speci cations for each section and each paragraph. If the Procedure Division is merely a sequence of paragraphs, an outer dummy section is generated containing all these paragraphs.
A complete example of a simple COBOL program together with the generated syntax tree and the respective COPRA speci cation are shown in Appendix B. Some of the code and speci cation clauses will be used below to illustrate how the control ow is represented.
Representing the Control Flow by a COPRA Speci cation
The control ow of the logic speci cation of a COBOL program is represented properly by the beginsect/2, para/3, endsect/2 and endpara/3 clauses, as shown below. A COPRA speci cation is executed by calling the beginning of the rst section in regular execution mode:
?-beginsect(First section,reg). During regular execution, sections and paragraphs are executed in their physical order. The end of a section always points to the beginning of the next one, or to the end of the program (indicated by a \section" nowhere). At the beginning of each section, its rst paragraph is executed. The end of a paragraph points either to the next paragraph in the same section, or to the end of the section (if it is the last one).
Section Structure
The beginning of a section is speci ed by beginsect(Section name,ExMode):-para(Paragraph name,Section name,ExMode). calling the rst paragraph in the section. The variable ExMode represents the execution mode. It has the value reg for regular execution and perf(Procedure name,Return call) when a PERFORM is being executed. In the latter case, Procedure name is the name of the performed procedure (which may be a section name or a paragraph name) and Return call is the call to the paragraph that will be executed after the performed procedure.
The end of a section is represented by two clauses endsect(Current section, perf(Current section,ReturnCall)):-call(ReturnCall).
endsect(Current section,ExMode):-beginsect(Next section,ExMode). As an example, a section A-SECT containing two paragraphs A1-PARA and A2-PARA and followed by a section B-SECT (as shown in Appendix B.1), is represented by the following rules:
The latter two clauses comply with the two possibilities of continuing execution when a section is terminated. The former is handling the return if the section was called by a PERFORM. The latter clause merely points to the next section and is used in regular execution mode (fall-through semantics). The end of the last section is indicated by This clause succeeds with the following fact, which is also part of the database. beginsect(nowhere,ExMode).
Paragraph Structure
In order to be able to represent the control ow properly, each paragraph is split into several COPRA clauses. Each of these clauses represents a basic block, i.e. a sequence of consecutive statements in which control ow enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without halt or possibility of branching except at the end 1]. The splitting is done by introducing additional paragraphs in such a way that control statements and conditional statements only appear at the end of the clause body. These dummy paragraphs belong to the same section as the paragraphs they are part of in the source program. Their names have the format dp('%number').
The end of a paragraph is coded in a similar way to that of a section. One clause is used for returning from a PERFORM; the other clause either points to the next paragraph in the current section, or to the end of the section if the current paragraph is the last one in the section. Note that, of these two clauses, only the applicable one is generated.
As an example, consider paragraph A1-PARA of the program fragment given in Appendix B.
It is split by the COPRA compiler into a clause representing the beginning of the original paragraph up to the PERFORM statement and a clause for a dummy paragraph named dp(%43) containing the remainder of A1-PARA, i.e. the ADD statement. Note that the PERFORM is keeping paragraph dp(%43) as an address, where control is returned to after B1-PARA has been performed. This return address will not be used if B1-PARA is left by a GO TO. para('a1-para','a-sect',ExMode) :-move( t(number (1),11),t(keyword(to),11), t(ident( x1]),11)]), perform(para(dp('%43'),'a-sect',ExMode), t(proc('b1-para'),12)], ]). para(dp('%43'),'a-sect',ExMode) :-add( t(ident( x1]),13),t(keyword(to),13), t(ident( z1]),13)], ]), endpara('a1-para','a-sect',ExMode). endpara('a1-para','a-sect',perf('a1-para',ReturnCall)) :-call(ReturnCall). endpara('a1-para','a-sect',ExMode) :-para('a2-para','a-sect',ExMode).
PERFORM Structure
Whenever a PERFORM statement occurs, the respective procedure is called, i. 
Summary and Outlook
In our paper, we have examined several ways of how a COBOL program might be represented by logic speci cations, by reverse engineering of the source code. We have introduced COPRA as a language for describing speci cations of COBOL programs by logic programs. COPRA speci cations are generated automatically and can be executed directly with the same behaviour as the COBOL source. We were able to demonstrate that imperative control structures can be represented and handled well in this language.
By using a Logic Programming language as representation format for the specications, the whole formalism of Logic Programming may be applied when performing higher-level program transformations required by the maintainer. Moreover, the formalisms for abstract interpretation and partial evaluation may be used. Finally, the speci cations are executable in order to check the input/output behaviour (e.g., after some changes have been made in the speci cation).
Thereby we have provided a starting point for further research, which will include higher-level modi cation of the source code. Such modi cations of a program might involve debugging adding and changing functionality simpli cation, i.e., implementing the same behaviour in a di erent way adaptation to a new environment, architecture, operating system, etc.
Appendices A Interpreter for TOY-COBOL Using a Syntax Tree
A.1 TOY-COBOL Syntax
In order to illustrate how a syntax tree based interpreter for COBOL might look like, we present an example of a Prolog interpreter for the syntax tree of a rudimentary programming language TOY-COBOL. A TOY-COBOL program (syntax tree) is a list of procedures, a procedure being of the format label(Name,List of statements) Note that this is di erent from the syntax of a COBOL Procedure Division and di erent from the syntax tree presented in Appendix B.2. In the example used here, the beginning of a procedure is indicated by a label, and procedures cannot be nested (like paragraphs within sections in COBOL). However, this data structure is su cient for demonstrating the implementation of di erent types of statements.
The An example piece of TOY-COBOL code together with the generated syntax tree are shown in Figure 4 of Section 2.3.
A.2 DCG Parser for TOY-COBOL
The following listing shows a complete DCG parser for TOY-COBOL. It does not perform any form of type checking or error handling, however, and assumes a correct TOY-COBOL program. This assumption is also made when analysing programs written in full COBOL, since incorrect programs can be rejected by any COBOL compiler and are not subject to reengineering. 
